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ERETMIA GOSSE1886 (7ROTATORIA): PROPOSEDSUPPRESSIONOF
THIS GENERICNAMEUNDERTHEPLENARYPOWERS.Z.N.(S.) 1666

By G. E. Hutchinson {Department of Biology, Yale University, Connecticut,

U.S.A.)

1. The genus Eretmia was diagnosed by Gosse (1886, in Hudson and Gosse,

The Rotifera or Wheel Animalcules both British and Foreign II : 128) as " Lorica

neither tesselated nor ridged ; destitute of spines proper but furnished with long

attenuate rigid bristles ". It was not stated to be a new genus. Two species

were initially included in Eretmia. The first of these species E. pentathrix

Gosse 1886 {I.e.), described from a single dead and empty lorica or test from a

pool near the Sandhurst Military College, Berkshire, England, agrees with the

diagnosis of the genus. There is however no clear indication that the specimen

whose size is unrecorded, actually was the lorica of a rotifer, let alone a member
of the " family Anuraeadae " to which Gosse referred it. Even as far as

assignment to a phylum is concerned, Eretmia pentathrix remains incertae sedis.

The illustration of the type specimen {I.e. PI XXIX fig. 12) is however probably

definite enough to permit its recognition by someone really familiar with

skeletal structures found in recent aquatic sediments.

2. No subsequent author appears to have designated a type-species for

Eretmia. In view of the facts that E. cubeutes, the only species other than

pentathrix originally assigned to the genus, is diagnosed as having the " whole

surface cut into cubical tesserae," in flat contradiction to the generic diagnosis,

that Gosse wrote of cubeutes " this minute and curious form I place in the

genus Eretmia, though the body processes seem rather spines than setae ..."

and that pentathrix is placed before cubeutes, there seems no doubt that Gosse's

conception of the genus, such as it was, was placed in the first place on the

former species. Eretmia pentathrix Gosse 1886 is therefore here designated

the type-species of Eretmia Gosse 1886.

3. The second species E. cubeutes Gosse 1886, described on the same page

below E. pentathrix, was recorded from Birmingham, England and Black Loch,

Dundee, Scotland. Of it Gosse wrote "
I was disposed to think it an Arcelline

Infusory of the genus Difflugium, till I received Mr. Hood's report, which

showed it a true Anuraead. He describes the rotatory front as bearing the

normal three great ciliate lobes. The large red eye I had seen myself." Loricae

believed to be referrable to E. cubeutes were later discovered by Murray (1906

The Rotifera of the Scottish Lochs. Including descriptions of new species by

C. F. Rousslet F.R.M.S. and D. Bryce Esq., Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin. 45 : 182)

in Loch Ness and Loch Huna. No living specimens were seen but " numerous

tests strikingly like Rhizopod shells " were found and " most of the tests con-

tained the trophi of a Rotifer, in the same definite position." Murray adds a

footnote that " Mr. Rousselet has little doubt that these are Rhizopod shells,

into which Rotifers have somehow got; but they are quite diff"erent from the

only Rhizopod {Euglypha alveolata), of similar form, known to me."
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Rousselet's conclusion, in spite of Murray's qualification, was accepted by
Harring (1913 U.S. Nat. Mus. Bull. 81 : 46) as the basis for dismissing Eretmia.

4. More recently de Beauchamp (1932, J. Linn. Sac. Lond. {Zool.) 38 : 246)

and following him Remane (1935 Gastrotricha und Kinorhyncha. Bronn's

Klassen und Ordnungen des Tierreichs, Bd 4., Abt. II, Buch I, Teil 2 : 203.)

have concluded that the evidence of rotatorian affinity of E. cubeutes is in-

adequate and due to misobservation. They believe the animal to have been
related to the African planktonic gastrotrich Kijanebalola dubia de Beauchamp
1932; Remane indeed tentatively refers to Gosse's species as K. [ijanebalola]

cubeutes.

5. Two more species were added to Eretmia in the addenda to the second
volume of Hudson and Gosse {I.e. p. 134). The first of these, Eretmia trithri.x

Gosse is, as far as can be judged from the figure (PI XXVIII fig. 2.), a distorted

or misinterpreted specimen of a Filinia, probably either F. longiseta (Ehrenberg

1834) or F. brachiata (Rousselet 1901) the latter name post-dating trithri.x.

The second species of the addenda, E. tetrathri.x, was there credited to J. Hood,
who gave a further account (1888 Science Gossip 24 : 27-28) in which the

generic name is misspelt as Ertemias in the title (p. 27) and legend to the figure

(p. 28), and as Ertemia in the first paragraph of the text (p. 27). E. tetrathrix

may be identical with Kellicottia longispina (Kellicott 1879), though there are

many differences between the figures of the two taxa, both of which appear on
PI XXVIII of Hudson and Gosse and which were presumably familiar to Good
when he wrote his paper of 1888. It is therefore possible that an otherwise

unrecognized rotifer may be found which shows a clear capacity to reverse its

swimming direction, as reported by Hood.

6. It is evident that so long as Eretmia (or the misspelt variants Ertemia and
Ertemias) remain available there is a slight but definite possibility of the disturb-

ance of the generic nomenclature in some group of microscopic fresh-water

organisms; moreover if Eretmia be suppressed, no useful purpose is served by
maintaining the specific name pentathri.x introduced as the binomen Eretmia
pentathrix. The availablity of trithrix moreover may threaten a well established

name in Filinia. The retention of the specific names cubeutes, doubtfully

transferred to Kijanebalola in the Gastrotricha, and tetrathrix which certainly

was given to a rotifer, does not appear to jeopardise any existing nomenclature
and may serve to call attention to certain interesting zoological problems.

7. The International Commission is therefore requested:

(1) to use its plenary powers to suppress for the purposes of the Law of

Priority but not for those of the Law of Homonymy the following

names:

(a) the generic name Eretmia Gosse, 1886;

(b) the specific name pentathrix Gosse, 1886, as published in the

binomen Eretmia pentathrix;

(c) the specific name trithrix Gosse, 1886, as published in the binomen
Eretmia trithrix;

(2) to place the following generic names on the Official Index of Rejected

and Invalid Generic Names in Zoology:
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(a) Eretmia Gosse, 1886 (as suppressed under the plenary powers in

(1) (a) above);

(b) Ertemia Hood, 1888 (an incorrect spelling for Eretmia Gosse,

1886);

(c) Ertemias Hood, 1888 (an incorrect spelling for Eretmia Gosse,

1886);

(3) to place the following specific names on the Official Index of Rejected

and Invalid Specific Names in Zoology:

(a.) pentathrix Gosse, 1886, as published in the binomen Eretmia

pentathrix (as suppressed under the plenary powers in (1) (b)

above)

;

(b) trithrix Gosse, 1886, as published in the binomen Eretmia trithrix

(as suppressed under the plenary powers in (1) (c) above).


